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Mobility Management in Wireless Networks: Data Replication Strategies and Applications (ERCOFTAC S.)Springer, 2004
In wireless communication systems, the network keeps track of a user’s
location through an up-to-date user profile stored in various databases.
A user profile contains not only a user’s current location information, but
also service information, such as billing and authentication. The coverage
area of an access...
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Discovery Science: 7th International Conference, DS 2004, Padova, Italy, October 2-5, 2004. Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Discovery Science, DS 2004, held in Padova, Italy in October 2004.
The 20 revised long papers and the 19 revised regular papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 80 submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on pattern mining,...
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Light Field Sampling (Synthesis Lectures on Image, Video, and Multimedia Processing)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2006
Light field is one of the most representative image-based rendering techniques that generate novel virtual views from images instead of 3D models. The light field capture and rendering process can be considered as a procedure of sampling the light rays in the space and interpolating those in novel views. As a result, light field can be studied as a...
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Handbook of Algorithms for Physical Design AutomationAuerbach Publications, 2008
Handbook of Algorithms for Physical Design Automation provides a detailed overview of VLSI physical design automation, with a particular emphasis on state-of-the-art techniques, trends, and improvement that have emerged over the last decade. After a brief introduction to the modern physical design problem, basic algorithmic...
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Bioinformatics: Sequence Alignment and Markov ModelsMcGraw-Hill, 2008
GET FULLY UP-TO-DATE ON BIOINFORMATICS-THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE 21ST CENTURY
Bioinformatics showcases the latest developments in the field along with all the foundational information you'll need. It provides in-depth coverage of a wide range of autoimmune disorders and detailed analyses of suffix trees, plus late-breaking...
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Collective Intelligence in ActionManning Publications, 2008
There's a great deal of wisdom in a crowd, but how do you listen to a thousand people talking at once? Identifying the wants, needs, and knowledge of internet users can be like listening to a mob.
  In the Web 2.0 era, leveraging the collective power of user contributions, interactions, and feedback is the key to market dominance. A new...
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Robot Programmer's BonanzaMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The first hands-on programming guide   for today's robot hobbyist
Get ready to reach into your programming toolbox and control a robot like never before! Robot Programmer's Bonanza is the one-stop guide for everyone from robot novices to advanced hobbyists who are ready to go beyond just building robots and start...
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Management of Cardiac Arrhythmias (Contemporary Cardiology)Humana Press, 2002

	During the past decade there have been enormous advances in the management of

	patients with cardiac arrhythmias. Catheter ablation has become a first-line therapy for

	a growing number of supraventricular tachyarrhythmias and idiopathic ventricular

	tachycardia. Frequently performed on an outpatient basis, radiofrequency catheter...
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How Nature Works: Complexity in Interdisciplinary Research and Applications (Emergence, Complexity and Computation)Springer, 2013

	This book is based on the outcome of the “2012 Interdisciplinary Symposium on Complex Systems” held at the island of Kos.  The book consists of 12 selected papers of the symposium starting with a comprehensive overview and classification of complexity problems, continuing by chapters about complexity, its observation,...
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Complex Valued Nonlinear Adaptive Filters: Noncircularity, Widely Linear and Neural ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This book was written in response to the growing demand for a text that provides a unified treatment of linear and nonlinear complex valued adaptive filters, and methods for the processing of general complex signals (circular and noncircular). It brings together adaptive filtering algorithms for feedforward (transversal) and feedback...
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Simulation-Based Algorithms for Markov Decision Processes (Communications and Control Engineering)Springer, 2013

	Markov decision process (MDP) models are widely used for modeling sequential decision-making problems that arise in engineering, economics, computer science, and the social sciences.  Many real-world problems modeled by MDPs have huge state and/or action spaces, giving an opening to the curse of dimensionality and so making practical...
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OSPF Network Design SolutionsCisco Press, 1998
Network routing protocols have emerged as key enabling technologies in a  computing world now dominated by connectivity. From a very high-level  perspective, these routing protocols can be split into interior gateway  protocols (IGPs) and exterior gateway protocols (EGPs). In general, the routing  techniques used by IGPs are based on either...
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